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All GO for Innova at FESPA 2015

“We had one of our best ever shows,” said Innova Art Sales and Marketing Director Jon Courtiour, who was delighted with the level 
of visitors' enthusiasm for the Innova Art product range including; YouTac, the unique GOframe canvas stretching system and the 
ingenious Pinchbook range.

“A big draw was having the Océ Arizona 318GL UV flatbed printer, supplied by Sign-Tronic, on our stand,” he said. ”It was great to watch 
people stopping by for a few minutes and discovering that's all the time we need to show them the JetMaster Direct Print Photo Wrap 
coming off the Océ and its transformation into a beautiful 3d wrap. They knew it was true because it was happening infront of their eyes 
- and speed and quality are a paramount in the volume sector.”

The expanded YouTac range, now with film and vinyl options, also generated hundreds of enquiries “Everyone admired just how 
easy it is to postioton a YouTac decal and how clean they leave a surface once they are removed,” said Courtiour. ”That the decals are 
compatible with Aqueous, Eco-Solvent, Latex and UV print technologies, and can be used indoors and outdoors, makes them a very 
appealing proposition in this sector.“

Innova Art annonced a new partnership with the 
creators of the GOframe canvas stretching system 
at FESPA, and it proved to be a big hit with visitors, 
generating large crowds on all five days of the show.

Fil Vaz of GOframe said, ”We enjoyed the enthusiasm 
we shared with the people that we met at FESPA and 
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are very excited to be exploring new opportunities and markets. We 
are excited to be launching in Europe with Innova. We are commited 
to providing our customers our full range of products that will allow 
them easy and elegant solutions for displaying wall-ready images, 
in fine art as well as signage. We believe that Innova brings an 
understanding of the market, in both commercial and fine art, and 
that their media complements our product range perfectly - from a 
high gloss canvas that does not require any laminating or varnish, to 
a textured paper that wraps perfectly on our frames without tearing or 
cracking.“ 

Pinchbooks™, the perfect way to present portfolios of photographs 
as elegant hardback books, were another success, with Shiraz 
Software joining Innova Art to demonstrate how their new RIP 
product for dry labs, could be used to print pages of the 4x6" 
format books. Pinchbooks™ with leather effect covers were printed 
with the Innova Art logo on the Océ Arizona to show how easily 
they could be custom branded.

As always, Innova art's award-winning digital media attracted 
attention, with the new canvases taking the spotlight.

“Our success at this years FESPA proved I think that our product range is adapted to every sector of the current print market,” added 
Courtiour. “Our focus is on innovation and developing products that provide quality and flexibility for fine art specialists at one end and 
volume operators at the other - and the evidence of this FESPA show is that we are getting it just right.”
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